Today’s home office and media rooms are becoming increasingly design centric,
creating a fresh opportunity for self-expression in styling. At the same time,
technology has eliminated the challenge of wire management,
allowing these rooms to be transformed from utilitarian to inspirational spaces.
Crafted from quartered white oak veneers in a rich mocha coloration, Cross Effect offers
an innovative fusion of contemporary and industrial design, featuring striking metal bases
and custom metal accents in bronze-finished silver leaf. Asymmetrical styling
offers a slight urban edge to the look, enhancing its modern aesthetic
and sophisticated appeal.
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190-441 Prism Metal Deck
44W x 14D x 45H in.

190-450 Prism File Chest

The clean lines of the Structure writing desk give it a strong contemporary

44W x 21D x 29.25H in.

look, anchored by architectural metal legs. The top incorporates a writing

190-471 Kinetic Office Console

surface featuring a glass insert over bronze-finished silver leaf. There is a

60W x 16D x 30H in.

190-411 Structure Desk
60W x 30.5D x 30H in.

storage drawer in the center, three full-extension storage drawers on the
right side and a storage drawer and letter/legal file drawer on the left.

190-438 Icon Desk Chair
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24.25W x 24.75D x 33H in.

Cross Effect 5

190-441 Prism Metal Deck
44W x 14D x 45H in.

190-450 Prism File Chest
44W x 21D x 29.25H

190-438 Icon Desk Chair
24.25W x 24.75D x 33H in.

The Prism file chest is a signature piece in the
collection, showcasing asymmetrical wooden
details on the drawers and end panels. The
piece features two full-e xtension letter/legal file
drawers. The file chest is designed to pair with the
Prism metal deck, which offers three stationary
glass shelves, a bronze mirror back panel and
decorative metal fretwork on the end panels.
190-471 Kinetic Office Console
60W x 16D x 30H in.

556-884 Cole’s Bay Side Chair
20.25W x 26.75D x 40.5H in.

The 60-inch Kinetic office console offers the versatility of
a narrow writing desk, a sofa table, or a bridge unit between
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a pair of Prism file chests as shown above.

190-470 Gateway Flip-Top Console
Open 72W x 40D x 28.75H in.
Closed 72W x 20D x 29.75H in

190-438 Icon Desk Chair
24.25W x 24.75D x 33H in.

556-884 Cole’s Bay
Side Chair
20.25W x 26.75D x 40.5H in.

The Gateway flip-top console is the most innovative design in the collection.
It has a striking asymmetrical metal base, functioning as an elegant wall piece,
a work table, or even an apartment-sized dining table for four.
The top measures 72 x 20-inches with both leaves in the closed position,
and a generous 72 x 40-inches with the flip tops open.
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190-438 Icon Desk Chair
24.25W x 24.75D x 33H in.

The Icon desk chair blends a graceful metal base in
bronze-finished silver leaf with an upholstered seat
and back that is available in any fabric or leather.
190-410 Intersect Writing Desk
60W x 27D x 29.5H in.

The 60 x 27- inch Intersect writing desk offers
dramatic styling in a compact footprint.
Asymmetrical metal slats support the wooden top,
which incorporates a single drawer in the middle.
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The 64-inch Paramount media console features an open compartment in the top that accommodates storage,
or a full size sound bar for the monitor. There is one adjustable shelf behind the door on the left
and two full-extension drawers on the right. As shown below, the piece functions with equal effectiveness
as a work credenza, offering ample storage and access.

190-661 Ellison Media Center
73.5W x 19D x 30H in.

1908-11 Harrison Chair
27½W x 34½D x 33½H in.

The 73-inch Ellison media console offers a remarkable look
with a unique combination of features. The entire front of the
case and end panels feature asymmetrical wooden details,
giving the piece a dramatic contemporary look. Behind the center
doors are six adjustable wooden shelves. On the right are three
full-extension storage drawers. On the left is a full-extension
drawer at the top with a letter/legal file drawer below.
190-660 Paramount Media Console
64W x 19D x 29.25H in.

190-662 Ellison Media Center with Smart Eye ®
73.5W x 19D x 30H in.

This item is the same as the 190-661,
but features the Infrared Smart Eye ®.
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Features and Finish

Caring for Your Furniture

Home Office

190-410 Intersect Writing Desk
60W x 27D x 29.5H in.
Metal base with asymmetrical metal slats.
Single pencil drawer in center.
SOME ASSEMBLY REQUIRED
Shown on pages front cover and page 11

190-438 Icon Desk Chair
24.25W x 24.75D x 33H in.
Arm 24H in.
Seat 20W x 19.25D x 19H in.
Metal base and upholstered seat.
Available in COM, any Lexington Upholstery
fabric or Lexington Upholstery leather.
COM requires 2.75 yards of 54 inch material
with no repeat. Fabrics with a repeat in excess
of 28” will require 20% additional yardage.
See COM instructions inside price list front
cover. Customers own material (COM) is
limited to fabric only, We do not accept
customers own leather (COL).
Shown in fabric 4109-71 on front cover
and pages 9, 10 and 11

Delshire — 190
Cross Effect features contemporary designs
crafted from quartered White Oak veneers,
finished in a rich mocha coloration. Metal bases
and metal accents feature bronze-finished
silver leaf, and custom hardware is finished
in aged bronze.

190-470 Gateway Flip-Top Console
Open 72W x 40D x 28.75H in.
Closed 72W x 20D x 29.75H in.
Asymmetrical metal slat base supporting
2 hinged wooden flip-tops.
Shown on pages 8 and 9

Shown in 9596-71 on pages 4, 5 and 6

StrongArm® 9000-1-BL
The Sligh StrongArm® TV mount is designed to
allow monitors up to 70” in width to float above
the entertainment console rather than sitting
on a bulky base unit. The unit swivels and
articulates to accommodate any viewing angle
and incorporates wire management without
disturbing the integrity of the wall behind
the console.

SmartFan® 9001-1-BL
The Sligh SmartFan® is a thermostatically
controlled ultra-quiet fan that dissipates heat
generated by electronic components in enclosed
compartments. Its heat sensor automatically
activates the unit when temperatures exceed a
pre-programmed tolerance level.

SmartEye®
The Sligh SmartEye® is a small infrared signal
receiver. The unit remotely controls electronic
components within the piece using a repeater
signal, eliminating the need for glass doors or
open compartments.
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190-471 Kinetic Office Console
60W x 16D x 30H in.
Metal base and wooden top.
Open compartment 57W x 16D x 4H in.
Shown on pages 4, 5, 6 and 7

190-661 Ellison Media Center
73.5W x 19D x 30H in.
Decorative wooden fretwork on door and
drawer fronts as well as end panels.
Left side facing: 1 full extension storage drawer
and 1 full extension file drawer that
accommodates legal/letter size files.
Center: 2 doors. Behind the 2 doors are
6 adjustable shelves, ventilated back,
and grommets for electrical cords.
Right side facing: 3 full extension drawers.
Shown on page 13

Media Room

190-411 Structure Desk
60W x 30.5D x 30H in.
Knee space 28W x 25.75H in.
Metal base and wooden top. The writing area
features a glass insert over a bronze -finished
silver leaf panel. A sliding wooden writing panel
fits in the top drawer on the left or right side.
Left side facing: 1 full extension storage drawer,
1 full extension file drawer that will accommodate
legal or letter size files.
Center: 1 pencil drawer.
Right side facing: 3 full extension storage drawers.
Shown on pages 4 and 5

Note to Furniture Retailer
Possession of this catalog does not constitute
authority to purchase, and the furnishing of this
catalog does not constitute an offer by Sligh or
its parent Lexington Home Brands (LHB) to sell
any of the items herein. We reserve the right
to alter specifications or retire products at any
time without advance notice. All price lists and
catalogs remain the property of LHB, and may
not be copied or in any way duplicated, digitally
or otherwise, without the express written
consent of LHB.

Production Note

190-441 Prism Metal Deck
44W x 14D x 45H in.
Complements the 450 Prism File Chest
Decorative metal fretwork on end panels,
bronze mirrored back panels,
3 stationary glass shelves.
Shown on front cover, and pages 4, 5, 6
and back cover

190-450 Prism File Chest
44W x 21D x 29.25H in.
Accommodates the 441 Prism Metal Deck
Decorative wooden fretwork on drawer fronts
and end panels, 2 full extension file drawers
accommodate legal/letter size files.
Shown on front cover, and pages 4, 5, 6
and back cover

Avoid prolonged exposure to direct sunlight or
placing plastic or rubber materials directly on
the wood surfaces or leather desk tops. Avoid
putting hot cups or dishes directly on the wood
or leather. Nail polish remover, solvents or
alcohol will damage the finish. Wipe up spills of
any liquid immediately as they may otherwise
mark the finish.
The beauty of Sligh wood furniture and leather
top desks can be maintained by periodically
using a self-cleaning furniture polish (like Pledge).
Self-cleaning furniture polishes maintain
luster and provide adequate cleaning under
most circumstances.
Brass and other metals are protected with
lacquer. Avoid using brass cleaner as it will damage
the lacquer. Dust regularly, and for a more
thorough cleaning use mild soap and water and
dry thoroughly afterwards.
Clean leather executive desk chairs regularly
with a dry cloth and vacuum the corners of the
seat. Avoid using water, cleaning solvents, soaps
or ammonia to clean the leather as it will harm
the surface. Feel free to use a leather conditioner
once or twice a year.
For fabric executive desk chairs, vacuum following
a spill. If stained with oil or grease, clean with
a cold rag and dish soap. Otherwise apply
upholstery cleaner to the stain and follow
the directions.

190-662 Ellison Media Center with Smart Eye®
73.5W x 19D x 30H in.
This item is the same as the 190-661,
but features the Infrared Smart Eye®.
Shown on pages 2 and 13

190-660 Paramount Media Console
64W x 19D x 29.25H in.
Metal base, open compartment with metal
vertical supports, 1 door and 2 full extension
drawers. 1 adjustable wooden shelf and
ventilated back behind the door.
Open compartment 59W x 18.5D x 6H in.
Shown on page 12

In order to provide our customers with the best
possible quality and value, this collection includes
items or components produced outside the
United States. All Sligh furniture is produced
to Sligh design and material specifications and
crafted to meet the highest quality standards.

Find Us On the Web
lexington.com
facebook.com/lexington
pinterest.com/lexhomebrands
twitter.com/lexhomebrands
instagram.com/lexhomebrands
houzz.com/user/lexingtonfurniture
youtube.com/lexingtonfurniture
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To purchase a Sligh Cross Effect catalog or locate a dealer in your area,
visit sligh.com, or call 336-474-5444.

9802-190C

